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Abstract 

 

 
 

SP has recognized that there today exists a need to develop structures at sea since much can be 

done to reduce the weight of ships by using lightweight structures hence being able to 

construct ships with reduced need for fuel consumption or increased load capacity. A great 

area of interest is then fibre composites as a means to reduce weight. 

 

To be able to be involved in the work of developing new lighter constructions, new 

mathematical models and metrics is needed. One step in acquiring this higher competence is to 

study how joints between fibre composites and steel can be done in an effective and reliable 

manner. One application of such joints can be a steel hull with a composite superstructure. 

 

Tests have been made on joints between steel and a carbon fibre sandwich panel. The joints are 

of the type fork joint where a sandwich panel is bonded in to a steel profile with the shape of a 

two fingered fork using structural adhesive. The tested joints has been manufactured by 

Kockums AB shipyard in Karlskrona. 

 

The tests have been performed under compressive loads in combination with bending. 

To accommodate the tests a test rig has been built. 

For measuring the strains and displacements in the joints a non contact optical measurement 

system called ARAMIS has been used. 

 

The results show that the joints were very little affected by the applied design loads implying 

that they are either over dimensioned or needs to be tested with stronger equipment to test the 

joints behaviour closer to their yield point. To study how ageing will affect the joints, and how 

large safety margin is needed for the joints to still be functional after many years at sea, would 

however require further investigations. The use of the ARAMIS system helped in getting a 

good picture of where in the joints different displacements occurred. A simple 3D FE (Finite 

Element) model was created and used for comparing against the measurements. The FE model 

showed results where the strain distribution corresponded to the tests although the strain levels 

not being an exact match. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
New material models and metrics are necessary to be able to further develop structures at sea 

since much can be done to reduce the weight of ships by using lightweight structures, hence 

being able to construct ships with reduced need for fuel consumption or increased load 

capacity. A great area of interest is then fibre composites as a means to reduce weight. 

On a ship a superstructure made of FRP (Fibre Reinforced Polymer) sandwich has many 

benefits. The weight is reduced which can reduce the fuel consumption or increase the load 

capacity. But a superstructure weighing less will also lower the ships centre of gravity which 

increases the stability and leads to reduced need for ballast or increased number of decks or the 

possibility to put heavier equipment or more cargo on the deck. 

To be able to be involved in the work of developing new lighter constructions, develop new 

mathematical models and metrics, SP wants to acquire a greater competence in this area. One 

step in acquiring this higher competence is to study how joints between fibre composites and 

steel can be done in an effective and reliable manner. One application of such joints could for 

instance be a steel hull with a composite superstructure. 

The tested joints have been manufactured by Kockums AB shipyard in Karlskrona.  

 

1.2 Goal 
The main goal of this project is to evaluate how the joint behaves in terms of mechanical 

properties by measuring the strain distributions in the cross section of the joint. To be able to 

perform the desired tests a test rig needed to be built.  

 

1.3 Problem description 
When building a ship with a steel hull and a fibre composite superstructure you can use 

standard ship yard methods for constructing the steel hull and existing methods for 

constructing the superstructure. But what do you do where these two very different materials 

meet and have to be joined together?  

Joining fibre composite structures with steel structures are today made with different methods 

which often are expensive or time consuming. At shipyards, it is particularly difficult to 

assemble the fibre composites with steel as the often dirty yard environment is not suitable for 

gluing, bolting is expensive and time consuming and it is not possible to weld in fibre 

composites which are the primary joining technique at shipyards.  

Kockums AB shipyard has developed a bonding between carbon fibre sandwich panels and 

steel which is to be evaluated, see chapter 2. 
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2 Joining of FRP sandwich and steel 
 

2.1 Problem and solution 
Building a ship using a steel hull and a fibre composite superstructure and joining the two very 

different materials together (see Figure 2-1) is a challenge. When attaching a FRP sandwich 

panel to steel there are numerous ways one can go about doing so. One way is mechanical 

bonding using riveting or bolting. Bolting FRP sandwich is used on the Stena HSS 1500 high 

speed ferries where the fore of the ship, made out of glass fibre sandwich panels, are bolted to 

the aluminium hull. Bolting is relatively expensive and time consuming and both riveting and 

bolting create stress concentrations around the holes made. Another way is chemical bonding 

by gluing the FRP sandwich to the steel. Gluing is a good bonding method, but the surfaces 

that are to be glued have to be clean since dirt, dust and oil residues impair the adhesion of the 

structural adhesive. Gluing a FRP superstructure to a steel hull in a shipyard is not feasible 

because the environment often is not clean enough. One solution to these problems is to attach 

a steel ending to the FRP sandwich at the fibre composite workshop when making the 

sandwich panels. This gives a good adhesion for the adhesive since there is often a very clean 

environment in the fibre workshop. This enables the superstructure to be welded to the steel 

hull at the shipyard where they are used to using welding as a bonding method. This solution 

to the problem has been used for a while and ships have been built using this method. There is 

a few different concepts for this joint. One concept is to laminate a steel plate in to a sandwich 

panel which was the selected method when attaching the glass fibre superstructure to the steel 

hull on the French La Fayette frigates. 
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Figure 2-1: Upper: Principal sketch of a ship with a steel hull and FRP superstructure.  

                    Lower: Principal sketch of the joint. 

 

2.2 The studied joint 
Kockums AB shipyard is developing a so called crutch joint as a part of their aim to produce 

fibre composite superstructures for use on steel hulls, see Figure 2-2. The principal design of 

such a joint and how it fits in to the ship can be seen in Figure 2-1, where the fork profile is 

made of steel and the FRP sandwich is glued to the inside of the fork with structural adhesive. 

In Figure 2-1 a panel sitting on the starboard side is depicted but the joint is of coursed used 

everywhere in the ship where the FRP superstructure needs to be attached to the steel hull. 
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Figure 2-2: Pictures of the studied joint. The left picture is the joint standing up and the right picture is the 

joint lying down. 

 

The panels will be welded to the hull with the flange side of the joint towards the outside of the 

ship, as shown in Figure 2-1, so the surfaces on the outer shell are smooth. Since the flange is 

placed eccentric the panel and the joint is supported by brackets (which can be seen in the left 

image in Figure 2-2 and in Figure 2-3) that is welded to the flange and bottom of the joint so 

that the joint is supported all the way. These brackets will sit a few decimetres apart. In 

addition to the brackets, the panels will also be supported by transverse bulkheads that helps 

stiffen the whole structure so that it will be less sensitive to racking.  

 

 
Figure 2-3: Principal sketch of the steel part of the joint together with supporting brackets. 

 

The critical loads acting on the joints, which are explained thoroughly in section 3.1, is vertical 

loading from the weight of the superstructure, any possible cargo and from horizontal forces 

such as wind pressure and racking. In discussions with Kockums AB it was decided that 

vertical loading and horizontal loads due to displacement of the top of the joints were to be 

tested. The vertical load that the tested joints was designed for is up to 6 metric tons per meter 

length, which is approximately the load from a three deck tall carbon fibre composite 

superstructure. 
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Figure 2-4: The two critical loads, vertical and horizontal forces acting on the joints. Despite the right picture 

showing arrows from both sides, the forces seldom act equal from both sides at the same time in real life. 

 

The joints that were tested were 100mm wide. This was chosen to make the test specimens 

easier to handle during testing and to reduce the force requirements of the testing equipments. 

The design load of about 60kN per meter length could hence be reduced to 6kN due to the part 

only being one tenth of a meter wide. The other dimensions of the joint can be seen in Figure 

2-5. 

 

 

Figure 2-5: Dimensions in mm of the steel profile (top) and the panel (middle) as well as how they fit together 

with adhesive (bottom). 

 

2.2.1 Materials 
As the studied joints are a product that Kockums AB use in commercial applications today, 

they have a wish of keeping the exact materials used in the joint a company secret. Because of 

this the exact materials used will only be provided in an appendix that will be distributed only 

to Kockums AB and SP.  

In this report the results are therefore presented as percentage of the materials yield stress and 

the material data used for the FE model is simply not disclosed except for in the 

aforementioned appendix.  
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3 Theory 
 

3.1 Loading conditions of the FRP-steel joint 
Since the behaviour of the FRP-steel joint is to be studied, a good understanding of the 

different load cases that it will experience in a real life application is important. These load 

cases also determine which mechanical tests will be performed.  

 

Figure 3-1: Coordinate system for the example ship. Same coordinate system as used in Figure 2-1. 

 

3.1.1 Global and local loads 
3.1.1.1 Global Loads 
Global loads are loads that affect the ship on a global level. An example would be when the 

entire hull beam is bended due to big waves in rough seas. This would be a load that the entire 

ship structure would be exposed to.  
 

3.1.1.2 Local loads 
Local loads are the loads that affect individual elements of a ship. They may arise from 

individual local forces or from the global forces that affect the whole ship. An example of a 

local load could be pressure on the stiffeners that sits underneath the main engine or a fuel 

tank. 

 

3.1.2 Load cases for the joint 
The most critical load cases for the joint. 

 

3.1.2.1 Heave 
When the vessel moves up and down due to waves, the whole structure is accelerated 

vertically. Force is equal to mass times acceleration which means that when accelerating the 

entire superstructure vertically the force acting on the joint is the mass of the superstructure 

together with the forces required to accelerate the superstructure vertically. This will lead to 

increased vertical compression loads in the joint during heave. It is improbable that a ship will 

be accelerated downward so the joint will probably never be exposed to pure tensile loads in 

the vertical direction. 

 

X 

Z 
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Figure 3-2: Horizontal forces acting on the joint due to heave. During heave F will be the superstructure 

mass + the force required to accelerate the superstructure vertically. 

 

3.1.2.2 Roll 
When the ship rolls from side to side, acceleration occurs in both the vertical and horizontal 

directions. Along the sides of the ship, the movements in the vertical direction will be 

dominant and along the ship's top, that movements in the horizontal direction will be 

dominant. The size of the forces depends on the distance from the rotational axis and the 

vessels angular acceleration. This creates bending moment in the joints due to the structure's 

mass moment of inertia when the joint should hold the structure and panels so that they rotate 

together with the ship. When the ship is leaning, the weight of the structure also creates shear 

forces in the joints that are holding the transverse bulkheads. 

 

Figure 3-3: Roll introduces bending moment in the joint as it tries to counteract the mass moment of inertia 

of the superstructure when the ships starts to roll. 

 

3.1.2.3 Pitch 
Pitch is when the ship is leaning forward or backward or is stomping due to waves. Pitch 

motions creates loads in the vertical direction and the horizontal direction along the ships 

length. 

 

3.1.2.4 Wind and Water Pressure 
A ship's side is affected by pressure from both water and from the wind. Pressure from the 

water is of course greatest below the water line but if the ship begins to roll vigorously or is 

subjected to rough seas, the superstructure above the water line can also be exposed to water 

pressure. Pressure from the wind can be significant when there are strong winds. High winds 

can get a ship to lean heavily and it is the side structure that takes all that force. The difference 
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in pressure between the outside and inside of a panel creates a force that wants to push the 

panel into the vessel. 

The joints take the force from the panel which creates a shear force in the joint but also 

bending moment in the joint since the panel to some extent want to bend due to it being 

supported at the edges but not in the middle. 
 

Figure 3-4: Wind and sea pressure creates shear forces and bending moment at the ends of the joint. 

 

3.1.2.5 Hogging and Sagging 
Hogging and sagging are two phenomena that occur when a ship have a difference between 

buoyancy and weight along the ships length which can happen when loaded unevenly. It can 

also occur in waves with wavelengths that are the same or close to the ship's length, see Figure 

3-5. The underwater shape of the ship plays a great role, and depending of the shape a ship can 

be experience hogging or sagging in lightship condition. Hogging and sagging causes 

compression and tension especially in the ship's structures that are along the length at the top 

and bottom of the ship. The phenomena can be exemplified by comparing to beam with a 

distributed load on top and support along the entire bottom. If one removes support somewhere 

under the beam or applies an additional point load somewhere on top of the beam the load and 

support will no longer be balanced and even along the beam, and bending will occur. 

 

Hogging and sagging can of course also occur along the breadth of the ship even if it is not as 

common to cause large deformations in the structure, since the structure often are stiffer along 

the width. Usually it is large and heavy bulk carriers with heavy loads that are sensitive to the 

phenomenon. 

 

Figure 3-5: Hogging and sagging occurs when there is a difference in buoyancy and wheight along the length 

of the ship. 

 

3.1.3 Critical loads 
A ship at sea is exposed to all kind of loads when moving through the waves or going through 

a storm. To test for all of those loads and situations is unreasonable and simplifications needs 

to be made. After discussions with Kockums AB regarding the load cases for the joint, it was 

clear that there are two major types of loads that will have a higher impact on the performance 

of the joints than others. These are compression of the joint due to the weight of the structure 

above the joint and bending of the joint due to side loads such as the wind but also due to 

racking which will occur when the ship rolls from side to side.  
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Tests and calculations performed by Kockums AB have shown that hogging and sagging will 

not be a problem for the construction.  These joints are to be placed on ships with steel hulls, 

where the steel will be dimensioning because the steel is much stiffer than the FRP-sandwich 

panel. There is a big difference in Young’s modulus between steel and carbon fibre composites 

where a typical hull steel is about five times stiffer than a quasi isotropic carbon fibre laminate. 

Carbon fibre composites can also stretch more before permanent damage arises. Hogging and 

sagging will not be a problem for the joint since the carbon fibre composite panels will follow 

the motion of the steel hull without breaking.  

Kockums AB have designed the tested joints for vertical loads up to 6 metric tons per meter 

length even thou the joint concept as such probably can take much higher loads depending on 

choice of material and material thickness. 
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4 Method 
In a real life application the joint is welded to the ship hull in the bottom and attached to other 

panels or structures in the top of the FRP sandwich panel. However since the main interest lies 

in how the joint behaves we have to simulate the forces acting on the joint realistically. As 

discussed in section 3.1.3, testing the joints real life behaviour requires some simplifications to 

be made. The boundary conditions of the joint has been somewhat simplified by setting the top 

of the panel to be moment free mounted, which is a conservative boundary condition of the 

real life boundary condition where the panel would continue for more than a meter and then be 

rigidly attached to another panel. The bottom mount is simplified by clamping the flange at the 

bottom of the joint instead of welding it. The clamping instead of welding is primarily to make 

the tests and switching between test specimens easier. This simplification is very close to being 

welded and is considered to be a small simplification. Another simplification made is that 

bending moment introduced in the end of the panel by other panels is disregarded, also 

bending forces from sea and wind pressure have not been taken in to consideration. Instead the 

panel and joint is bended by displacing the two ends horizontally in relation to each other, see 

Figure 4-1. 

For this purpose a new test rig was developed and built in the laboratory at SP. 

 

 
Figure 4-1: Principal sketch of the test rig. The top sled has a moment free joint, and the bottom sled have a 

moment stiff joint. 

 

4.1 FE model 
A FE model of the joint was made prior to the tests. This was done to get an estimate of the 

stress and displacement levels of the specimen to know how it would behave during the tests. 

 

The model was created using Abaqus 6.10. The element types used was linear elastic solids for 

all of the parts since the deformations during loading was assumed to be quite small. The 

composite laminates, the glue, the core and the steel joint was made up of separate parts which 

was assembled together. The boundaries between the parts was set to be joined to each other so 

that displacements would be transferred from one part to another.  

Prior to getting the specimens, the material properties of the carbon fibre panel was not 

entirely known so a estimate was done together with numbers on young’s modulus from 

Kockums AB. 

The results of the initial calculations was used to evaluate if the planned loads to be tested 

would break the joint. The stress levels were below the yield limits of the materials and the 

deformation was barely visible without using scaling. The deformed model in Figure 4-2 is 

scaled so that the deformation is exaggerated. The eccentricity of the bottom flange of the steel 
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profile makes the panel bend to only one side which confirmed how we thought that the panel 

would bend when we first saw the design. 

 

After the testing was done the FE-model was refined by improving boundary conditions and 

using measured young’s modulus for the carbon fibre laminate and compared to the test results 

to see how close to reality the strain distribution would be. This is covered in detail in section 

7.3. 

 

 
Figure 4-2: Un deformed FEM model (left blue) and deformed model (right green). 
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4.2 Mechanical Testing – The test rig 
The mechanical properties of the joint where evaluated under tests for compression and 

bending. 

 

A joint test rig was built to accommodate both the compression- and bending tests. Since there 

at SP was no suitable testing rig that could both accommodate the size of the test specimens 

and load the joints in both compression and bending, it was decided that a rig was to be built. 

 

Figure 4-3: Principal sketch of the test rig with forces acting on the joint and its mounting points.  

 

The main idea with the rig was to have two sleds each controlled by a hydraulic cylinder. One 

sled where to be mounted horizontally and the other sled where to be mounted vertically. By 

attaching a moment free mount to the vertical sled and a moment stiff mount to the horizontal 

sled, the boundary conditions would be similar to the reality while being somewhat on the 

conservative side since the top of the panel will not be mounted completely moment free in 

real life. Figure 4-1 shows the principal sketch of the rig where one can see the boundary 

conditions of the attachments of both ends of the test specimen. This way tests for compression 

and bending can be run individually and simultaneously. The test specimen is mounted in the 

rig with the steel flange clamped to the horizontal sled in a vice and the top of the composite 

part is fastened in a moment free joint in the vertical sled. The sleds are mounted on linear 

bearings, which ensure that the sleds move along only one axis. Another advantage of this 

approach is that the cameras to be used with the Digital Image Correlation system can be 

mounted on the horizontal sled which eliminates the risk of the joint moving outside the focus 

area of the cameras because of the joint moving due to deformation.  
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Figure 4-4: The mount on the vertical sled from the side and from the front. 

 

The mount on the vertical sled consists of two parts where one is a steel plate with three 

washers with holes drilled through them. The other part is a square cup with two washers with 

drilled holes, mounted on top. These two parts are then joined by a machined steel pin which 

together creates a joint that can rotate around only one axis. The mount can be viewed in 

Figure 4-4 where it is photographed from the side and from the front. As can be seen in the 

pictures the mount is welded to a steel plate that is attached to the linear bearing. In the other 

end of the steel plate a load cell is attached which in turn is attached to the hydraulic cylinder. 

The sandwich panel is simply inserted in to the square steel cup. Since the cup is flat in the top 

the load is transferred from the cup to the sandwich panel by pressing on the entire top of the 

sandwich panel. The panel is therefore never clamped and does not risk crushing the carbon 

fibre laminate by clamping it too hard. The space between the inner walls of the cup and the 

sandwich panel is very small so that the panel won’t move in the cup and risk flipping out 

when both a vertical load and a horizontal displacement is applied. For the sake of safety a 

broad thin wedge was pushed in between the laminate and the cup on one side to eliminate the 

risk for the panel moving in the cup even though the cup was tight enough on its own.  
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Figure 4-5: The horizontal sled with the vice mount and ARAMIS system mounted. 

 

The horizontal sled consists of two parallel linear bearings on which a large steel plate is 

attached. The plate lies on top of two linear bearings and accommodates a mount for the 

loading cell to which a hydraulic cylinder is attached, a mount for the test specimen in form of 

a large vice and the mount for the ARAMIS cameras, all of which can be seen in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-6: The test rig with both ARAMIS and test specimen in place. 

 

4.3 DIC – Digital Image Correlation 
Measurements were made with a DIC system from GOM called ARAMIS so that the 

displacements and strain over the joint and its various parts could be measured. With a DIC 

system one takes images of the test specimen while  doing the tests. The system can then 

through advanced image processing display the displacements. The ARAMIS system uses two 

cameras making it possible to measure deformations in 3 dimensions. There is also DIC 

systems that uses only one camera and hence only measures deformations in 2 dimensions. 

The tests was measured by ARAMIS in 3D but only 2D measurements were used for the 

results, since the tests were to measure the displacements and strain distributions for the cross 

section of the joint. Depth displacements were from the beginning assumed to be negligible 

which ARAMIS later confirmed during tests.  

 

4.3.1 How ARAMIS works 
The ARAMIS system is a non-contact optical 3D deformation measuring system. The 

ARAMIS system is a non-contact optical 3D deformation measuring system. It measures 

deformations by analyzing digital camera images of the specimen that is to be measured. The 

system takes several photos of the test specimen at different load stages. By dividing each 

picture in to small pieces and then comparing the images it can calculate the deformation of 

the tested specimen at the different load stages when the pictures was taken.  

 

ARAMIS is made up of two monochrome digital cameras and a computer containing the 
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software. The two cameras take pictures simultaneously in different stages of the 

measurement. The use of two cameras enables stereovision and measurements in three 

dimensions.  

 

Before one can start with the measurements the specimen has to be prepared. The surface 

which is to be photographed needs to be somewhat smooth and more importantly have a 

pattern small enough for the system to be able to distinguish small details. This is usually done 

by painting the specimen white and then with a spray can apply a very fine layer of black. This 

creates a pattern with a lot of small dots with variation in greyscale that makes it easier for the 

system.  

 

The system works by taking pictures at predetermined intervals in various load stages of the 

specimen. Every time it takes a picture it stores the pictures from the left and right camera in to 

what is called a stage so that in the software one can identify each measurement by the stage 

number, for example stage 1, stage 2, stage 3 and so forth. Prior to the measurements one must 

take a picture of the un deformed specimen. This is called stage 0 and is the reference to which 

each of the other stages is compared when calculating the displacements and strains. The 

system can also use the previous stage as a reference when calculating the strains. For example 

using stage n-1 as a reference when calculating the displacements in stage n. In this project the 

previous mentioned way has always been used. In other words stage n has always had stage 0 

as the reference.  

 

The displacement is calculated by the software by dividing the images in to small squares 

called facets. See Figure 4-7 for an example of what the facets can look like. Each facet is 

made up by a predetermined amount of pixels. In the measurements in this project each facet 

has been of the size 12 by 12 pixels. The difference in greyscale between the pixels and the 

arrangement of the pixels gives each facet a unique fingerprint. The system then tries to find 

the same facet in the images in each stage. The position of the facet then determines the 

displacement in the specimen. 

  

 
Figure 4-7: 15x15 facets with 2 pixels overlapping. Picture taken from (GOM, 2009) 

 

The size of the facets determines the resolution in the measurements. Smaller facets give a 

higher grid resolution to the measurements, but can also make it difficult for the system to 

identify the facets and can give a lot of noise in the results and even holes in results where the 

facets cannot be identified. Larger facets makes it easier for the system to identify each facet 

but also gives a lower grid resolution to the measurements which can lead to the system not 

being able to identify small details or small displacements. The size therefore has to be a 
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compromise between how detailed the measurements have to be and how much noise and loss 

of measurements one can accept. The dimensioning factor usually is the smallest detail that 

one wants to measure. Another factor that affects the measuring resolution is the step or 

overlap between each facet, a smaller step hence a bigger overlap also increases the measuring 

resolution. The picture that ARAMIS takes and the resulting image of the strains can be seen 

in Figure 4-8. 

 

More information on how ARAMIS works can be found in (GOM, 2009). 

 

 
Figure 4-8: ARAMIS picture of a spray-painted joint and the same image with a strain field added on top. 

 

4.3.2 Setup of the ARAMIS system 
In order for the ARAMIS to give accurate results the system needs to be calibrated. This is 

done by using a calibration panel and a guide in the systems software. Different sizes of 

calibration panels are available to be able to calibrate the system for different sizes of 

measuring volumes. All depending on the size of the specimen to be measured. The calibration 

panel is placed in the centre of the measuring volume. In other words where the specimen will 

be placed. On the camera support between the cameras, there is a laser pointer which then is 

used as a help to align the camera stand and the calibration panel so that the laser pointer hits 

the centre of the calibration panel. Next the cameras are adjusted so that the cross hairs on each 

camera image on the computer coincide with the laser point.  

The calibration panel consists of a pattern with reference points that the software uses to 

calculate the distance of the cameras and their orientation to each other. Based on this 

information the software calculates from the reference points of the calibration panel in the 2D 

camera image their 3D coordinates. 

 

4.3.3 Limitations 
The main limitation of using a DIC system is that the measurements is only done at the surface 

of the material.  

 

The area of the tested joints that is measured is by a large part made up by a foam material 

which in turn must be painted with a pattern for the ARAMIS system to be able to make the 

measurements. This creates some uncertainties in the measurements when open cells are 

covered with a layer of paint that displaces differently from the open cell underneath it. Apart 

from large deformations this might create additional noise in the measurements perhaps 

explaining why there in some cases where lots of noise in the unfiltered results. 

 

Another limitation is that the system can’t tell the difference between materials since it only 

measures deformations. ARAMIS determines deformation by calculating the displacements of 

facets on the surface that one define. If that defined surface is across different materials then 
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ARAMIS will just calculate the displacements of the facets as usual even if the facets crosses 

over different materials. This leads to the results being smeared equally all over the surface 

and edges between different materials might be hard to distinguish. This may however be 

remedied by post processing or by defining different areas for each material. 
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5 Testing 
 

5.1 Tests description 
The tests done were focused on the two largest and most common loads that the joint will 

experience in a real life application as discussed in section 3.1.3, vertical loading and 

horizontal displacement causing bending moment in the joint. In this study the joints are not 

being tested for their ultimate strength. The main goal of the tests is to establish the behaviour 

of the joint, and study the strain distribution in the joint and its different materials. There was 

no real criteria for immediate results when testing since the most sought after results was that 

of the strain distribution which could only be evaluated after post processing the measurements 

with the ARAMIS system. 

 

Four separate test series have been run. Test 1 with and without support mainly focused on the 

behaviour of the joint during different vertical loads, related to the load cases when the 

superstructure will weigh different amounts depending on perhaps cargo loads. Test 2 with and 

without support mainly focused on the behaviour of the joint during different horizontal 

displacements at maximum design load, which is interesting when determining how the joint 

will cope with different horizontal displacements due to for example racking. 

 

Four identical test specimens were used. The first two were named 1A and 1B since they were 

used in tests 1 and test 1 with support. The other two specimens were named 2A and 2B since 

they were used in test 2 and test 2 with support. 

 

Each specimen was used two times, first once when testing without a support and then once 

when testing with a support, see Figure 5-1. Since the tests without support mostly resulted in 

deformation in the metal flange it was assessed that the joints had not experienced any 

noticeable plastic deformations in the actual joint between the metal and the FRP sandwich 

panel making it possible to use the same specimens for the supported tests. 

 

The tests was performed in cycles, where a cycle consisted of first applying the vertical load, 

then applying the horizontal displacement and then moving back to the original horizontal 

position. Next the load or horizontal displacement was increased to the next level and a new 

cycle was run and so forth. All according to test plan for the current test. At each end of the 

horizontal displacement there was a 5 second pause for the ARAMIS, so that an image was 

sure to be recorded at each turning point. 

 
Figure 5-1: Test setup without support and with support for the joint. 

 

Support 
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5.2 Preparations 
5.2.1 Setup of the test rig 
The rig had to be setup after the building was done. Both of the hydraulic load cylinders had to 

be trimmed in by adjusting the PID parameters in the control system of each cylinder. The PID 

parameters had to be adjusted so that the overshoot when the cylinders adjusts to a load or a 

position was not to large and to make sure that resonance would not appear in any of the 

cylinders, which can be damaging to both cylinders and specimens. The loading cells also had 

to be calibrated. 

 

In addition the software on the control computer and the data acquisition computer had to be 

set up and prepared. 

 

A series of tests was first being made on one specimen to calibrate the rig and confirm that the 

rig behaved as planned and to confirm that the specimen behaved as expected. 

 

5.3 Test number 1 
In test number 1 different vertical loads were tested with a constant horizontal displacement 

for all the loads except the last one.  

 

The reason for the very large deformation in the last cycle was that during setup and testing of 

the rig very little happened with the joint and the horizontal reaction forces was also quite low 

so it was desired to provoke the joint and see if an extreme displacement would result in a 

larger impact and larger horizontal reaction forces. The applied loads and displacements 

together with the resulting forces and deformations can be seen in section 6.1 in the results 

section where the loads and displacements are plotted against the time of the test. 

 

This test was made on specimens 1A and 1B. 
 

Table 5-1: Test parameters used during test number one.  

Vertical load [kN] Horizontal displacement [mm] 

-0,2 +- 60 

-2 +- 60 

-4 +- 60 

-6 +- 60 

-8 +- 60 

-6 - 180 

 

5.4 Test number 2 
In this test the joints behaviour during different degrees of horizontal displacement with a 

constant vertical load was tested. The test was performed in almost the same way as test 

number one. The vertical load was set to minus six kilo Newton and then the bending was 

executed according to Table 5-2. 

 

As can be seen in Table 5-2, the last horizontal displacement is larger than in test number one. 

This was an adaptation after running test number one, even larger displacement was wanted. 

190 mm is the largest horizontal displacement that the rig could produce. 

 

The second test where made on specimens 2A and 2B. 
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Table 5-2: Test parameters used during test number two. 

Vertical load [kN] Horizontal displacement [mm] 

-6 +- 20 

-6 +- 40 

-6 +- 60 

-6 -190 (Maximum displacement) 

 

5.5 Test number 1 - Supported 
In this test a support is added to the metal flange of the specimens. This is to test the joint 

when it is supported. This way both extremes of the joints real life loads will be covered. The 

support was made up by a large metal lump that was against the metal flange under the joint. 

The support was then clamped together with the flange in the vice. Only negative horizontal 

displacement was tested because attaching the support rigidly by for example welding was not 

an alternative and this way the support could be used for several tests. Making more metal 

supports of the same kind was not practical due to lack of material and time, mostly time. The 

main purpose for the support in the tests was to make the joint bend in the actual joint or in the 

FRP panel above the joint instead of the metal flange. For this purpose the support did its job.  

 

However, when the all tests with all the specimens was done, it was decided to glue the 

support to specimen 1A and one last test was made according to  

Table 5-3. This was a decision made to try to make at least one test where the support where 

better attached to the joint since it moved a little during the tests, which will be covered in 

more detail in the results in section 0. 

 

Test number one with support was made with specimens 1A and 1B. 
 

Table 5-3: Test parameters used during test number one with support. 

Vertical load [kN] Horizontal displacement [mm] 

-0,2 - 60 

-2 - 60 

-4 - 60 

-6 - 60 

-8 - 60 

 

5.6 Test number 2 - Supported 
Test number two - Supported is the same test as number two with a support added and only 

negative horizontal displacement. Like in test number one - Supported the support was never 

rigidly attached to the specimens except for being clamped by the vice. 

 

Specimen 2A was tested first. During the last cycle with the maximum displacement the flange 

of the specimen was pulled up in the clamp. However it never got pulled out completely, but it 

was decided when specimen 2B was tested that the last cycle with the maximum displacement 

was to be skipped. 

 

Test number two - Supported was made with specimens 2A and 2B. 
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Table 5-4: Test parameters used during test number two with support. 

Vertical load [kN] Horizontal displacement [mm] 

-6 - 20 

-6 - 40 

-6 - 60 

-6 -190 (Maximum displacement) 
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6 Results 
When doing a measurement with the ARAMIS system it is easy to get over a hundred stages 

during each measurement run. Each stage can also be analyzed in numerous ways with dozens 

of parameters to take in to consideration depending on what one wants to measure.  

Early during the testing it became quite clear that very little happened in the joints when 

applying small loads and displacements. For that reason the focus during extraction of results 

and during evaluation have been put on the higher loads and bigger displacements during each 

test.  

 

From ARAMIS, results have been extracted in form of minor, major and von mises strain. 

To reduce the noise and make it easier to see the strain distribution in the joints, the strain 

images have been filtered. The filter settings that gave the best compromise between noise and 

maintained information was to use median filtering with a 10 pixel size and 5 runs. The size 

decides how large of an area is to be considered when calculating the new value for each point 

and the runs decide how many times the filtering should be performed. More runs provide a 

harder filtration. Median filtering was used because it removes the highest and lowest values in 

contrary to a mean filtering which sets the point to a value which is a mean value for all the 

points around it. The results got smeared out more when using mean filtering instead of 

median filtering. An example of the difference between a non filtered image and an image 

filtered showing minor strain with a size 10 and 5 run median filtering can be seen in Figure 

6-1. In the non filtered image one can just about see that there seems to be higher levels of 

strain in the middle and top, but in the filtered image it is much easier to see the strain 

distribution. One must be aware of the fact that filtering removes information as the histogram 

to the left in the images shows. So the filtering should primarily be used to see the strain 

distribution, and should be used very carefully when extracting specific values. 

 

 
Figure 6-1: Stage number 98 in test number 1 of joint 1B, nonfiltered to the left and filtered to the right. 

 

To be able to do a more thorough analysis of the strains, values have been picked out from 

each image. Figure 6-2 shows the points from which values have been picked. Since there is 

no way to make ARAMIS pick values from the exact same points for every test, the points 

have had to be set manually for each test run and can therefore differ slightly in position 

between each other even though great care have been taken in the effort of consistently picking 

the same locations for the points in each test run. E.g. point 1 in the images for joint 1A is in 

the same position as point 1 in the images for joint 2A and so forth. The points are put in the 

adhesive and in the sandwich core material. The carbon fibre laminate was too thin to be 

certain that the point actually was set in the laminate. As can be seen in Figure 4-8 the strain 

field does not go all the way out to the edges of the joint, which makes it hard to also set 

reliable points in the steel at the sides. Table 6-1 shows in what material each point is placed. 
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Table 6-1: Table showing which point is in what material in Figure 6-2. This is the same for all stages. 

Point 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Adhesive Core Core Adhesive Adhesive Core Adhesive Core Core Adhesive Core Adhesive Core Core 

 

When extracting results from the points the points sometimes happened to be in one of the 

holes where ARAMIS couldn’t calculate displacements, in those cases the strain at that point 

have been set to zero to easily show that the specific value is not to be taken in to 

consideration. Another effect that was noticed was that if the point was very close to a hole the 

strains could be very high, as ARAMIS sometimes seems to interpret the area around the holes 

as strain concentrations and sometimes gives unreasonable high strain values in those areas.  

An example of the “holes” can be seen in most figures but are very clearly visible in Figure 

6-2 as white dots or holes in the otherwise blue image of the joint. 

 

Apart from doing measurements with ARAMIS, the horizontal and vertical load and 

displacements where recorded during each test, with the position sensors in the hydraulic 

cylinders and with the load cells attached to each cylinder.  

 

For more and larger images of the strain distributions and values for points from each stage, 

see Appendix A and Appendix B. 

 

 
Figure 6-2: Image of undeformed stage of joint 1A with value points. 

 

 The results presented below includes graphs with the horizontal and vertical displacements 

plotted against time as well as the horizontal and vertical loads plotted against time. This 

makes it easy to see the applied load with the resulting displacement and vice versa for the 

entire progress of the test.  
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6.1 Test number 1 
6.1.1 Joint 1A 

 
Figure 6-3: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 1A. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-4: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 1A. 

 

At the end of the test of joint 1A the hydraulic system shut down because of the displacement 

limit in the vertical hydraulic cylinder which was set to narrow. This resulted in the test being 

aborted by the system because the hydraulics was shut down. The limit had been set during the 

initial setup but when doing this test with a larger displacement the limit was simply forgotten 

to be set to a new value since the extreme displacement was not planned to be run in the 

beginning when initially setting up the rig. As a result of all of this the data collection was 

stopped when the system shut down, and resumed again when the hydraulic displacement limit 

was adjusted and the test resumed. Therefore the large displacement run is shown separate in 

Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6. The ARAMIS system however is independent of the hydraulic 

control system and was left alone and running the entire time, which can be seen in the stages 

looking at the load graphs, which can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 6-5: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 1A after the hydraulics shut 

down. 

 
Figure 6-6: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 1A after the hydraulics shut down. 

 

As one can see in the images (see Appendix A, section A1.1) not very much is happening in 

the joint when loaded up to 6kN and without extreme horizontal displacements. The strain 

levels are very even throughout the entire cross section of the joint. There is however strain 

concentrations in the bottom left of the joint, the bottom right corner where the steel extends in 

to a flange and in the top part of the FRP sandwich. What is not visible from these ARAMIS 

images is that most of the bending happened in the bottom flange of the steel. This is logical 

since the rest of the joint and FRP sandwich panel is much thicker and stiffer. Only in the joint 

itself there is twice as much steel in addition to adhesive and a FRP sandwich panel. 

 

Stage 213 
Stage 213 is with a 180 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. Here 

it is clearer that the joint is under load when looking at the ARAMIS images compared to the 

earlier stages. 

 

 
Figure 6-7: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 213. 

 

Stage 213 being in the state of a very large horizontal displacement shows very clearly that the 

strain is greater in the middle of the joint. In the middle image of Figure 6-7 one can even 
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distinguish the carbon fibre laminate as a yellow line to the right in the middle image. For 

larger images and images showing where in the test stage 213 occurred, see Appendix A. 

 

6.1.2 Joint 1B 

 
Figure 6-8: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 1B. 

 
Figure 6-9: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 1B. 

 

When just looking at the displacement and load graphs, joint 1B gives almost the same 

readings as joint 1A.This is both expected and a good thing since the two specimens are 

supposed to be almost identical. 

One thing to note with both tests is that as the vertical load is increased the vertical 

displacement increases as well, implying that the entire structure compresses more and more 

during the increased loading. This is not an unexpected behaviour but could be an area of 

interest if one were to conduct further investigations of the joint and the FRP sandwich panel. 
 

In the images from stage 128 (see Figure A-20 to Figure A-22) there is a clear visible 

difference in strain in the FRP sandwich and the adhesive and steel. When looking at the 

filtered values for point 5 (for location of point 5 see Figure 6-2) in minor strain in stage 128 

for joint 1B and in stage 133 for joint 1A, the strain is -0.370% in joint 1B and -0.292% in 

joint 1A. So there is a real difference even if it isn’t very big. 

 

As can also be seen with Joint 1A, the strain levels or distribution does not seem to be very 

affected by which way we bend the joint, both positive and negative horizontal displacements 

seems to give about the same strain levels. 

 

Stage 174 
Stage 174 is with a 180 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 
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Figure 6-10: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 174. 

 

When exposed to a large horizontal displacement, joint 1B shows just like joint 1A a larger 

difference in strains between the FRP sandwich, the adhesive and steel on the sides. Just like in 

Figure 6-7 the carbon fibre laminate can be distinguished to the right of the middle image in 

Figure 6-10. For larger images see Appendix A. 

 

6.2 Test number 2 
6.2.1 Joint 2A 

 
Figure 6-11: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 2A. 

 
Figure 6-12: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 2A. 

 

The displacement and load graphs does not really show anything unexpected compared to 

those of test number 1. As the vertical load is the same throughout the test one can see that the 

vertical displacement practically does not shift at all strengthening the reasoning that the load 

is the reason for the increased vertical displacement in test 1. 

 

Stage 87 
Stage 87 is with a 190 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. As 

with the larger displacements done with joint 1A and 1B there is a bigger difference in strain 

between the FRP sandwich and the rest of the joint. In stage 87 the earlier mentioned strain 
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concentrations in the bottom left and right as well as in the top where the panel is thickening 

can be seen clearly, especially in the von mises image to the right.  

 

 
Figure 6-13: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 87. 

 

6.2.2 Joint 2B 
The results from joint 2B is almost identical to those from joint 2A.  

Stage 80 
 

 
Figure 6-14: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 80. 

 

Stage 80 is with a 190 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. As 

can be seen with joint 2A and Figure 6-13, the results is very consistent and does fortunately 

not provide any surprises. For more images to compare to joint 2A see Appendix A, section 

A2.2. 

 

6.3 Test number 1 - Supported 
6.3.1 Joint 1A with support 

 
Figure 6-15: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 1A. 
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Figure 6-16: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 1A. 

 

Stage 81 
Stage 81 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 

 
Figure 6-17: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 81. 

When looking at the strain distributions of the joint in stage 81, it is evident that there are more 

strains in the joint with a support added. Especially minor strains are larger which is to be 

expected since we are essentially trying to compress the joint. To see this clearly one can 

compare Figure A-11 and Figure A-67 in Appendix A which are the same joint and load 

condition with and without support. The difference in strain levels between the FRP sandwich 

and the adhesive is also a bit bigger. Looking at the von mises strain image we can see that the 

strain concentrations still exist in the bottom and in the top just as when there was no support. 

 

6.3.2 Joint 1B with support 

 
Figure 6-18: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 1B. 
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Figure 6-19: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 1B. 

 

When looking at the vertical displacement, the left image in Figure 6-19, it is clearly visible 

that the flange of the joint got pulled out a bit from the clamp in the first cycle. That is the high 

peak in the beginning. When the load was increased the flange got pressed back down after 

each cycle.  

 

Stage 72 
Stage 72 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 

 
Figure 6-20: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 72. 

 

Here the strain concentrations in the top and bottom of the joint is larger and more evident. 

This is probably because of the support pushing under the joint as the joint is loaded vertically, 

which would transfer more forces straight in to the joint than when not having a support and 

the metal flange would account for most of the deformation. What is peculiar here is that joint 

1A with support does not show this large strains in the top and bottom compared to when it 

was unsupported.  

 

6.4 Test number 2 - Supported 
6.4.1 Joint 2A with support 

 
Figure 6-21: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 2A. 
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Figure 6-22: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 2A. 

 

The most noticeable in this test is the large jump in vertical displacement after the last cycle 

with the large horizontal displacement. This comes from the flange of the joint getting pulled 

up from the clamp. This is very clearly seen in the camera image in Figure 6-23 during the 

large horizontal displacement as a large gap between the bottom of the joint and the top part of 

the support that is viewable in the image. The gap is seen as a sharp dark triangle underneath 

the joint. 

 

Stage 69 
Stage 69 is with a 190 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 

 
Figure 6-23: The left camera image from stage 69 and a graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 

 

 
Figure 6-24: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 69. 

During the large horizontal displacement the sandwich panel experiences much larger strains 

than the adhesive despite the flange being pulled up from the vice compared to the adhesive 

around it. Here the shape of the panel can very clearly be seen just by looking at the colour of 

the strain levels. 
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6.4.2 Joint 2B with support 

 
Figure 6-25: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 2B. 

 
Figure 6-26: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 2B. 

The loads and displacements from joint 2B is almost identical to those of 2A. Also the strains 

from the ARAMIS images is very similar to those of joint 2A.  

 

Stage 34 
Stage 34 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 

 
Figure 6-27: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 34. 

There is really not much to say about the results from joint 2B that hasn’t already been said for 

joint 2A since the results are so similar. For more images see Appendix A. 

 

6.5 Glued Support 
When all the original tests had been done it was decided, based on the fact that the flange got 

pulled out, that one test should be made where the support was glued to the joint so that the 

joint and its flange would not be able to move relative to the support as it did earlier. This 

would also better simulate real life where the support brackets are welded to the steel profile. 
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Figure 6-28: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the glued support. 

 

 
Figure 6-29: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the glued support. 

 

What can be noted is that when applying a smaller load of 0.2 kN and then applying a 

horizontal displacement the joint together with the glued support moves in the vice. This can 

be seen pretty clearly in the vertical displacement graph which shows similar results as the non 

glued supported joints did during small loads. 

 

stage 83 
Stage 83 is with no horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 

 
Figure 6-30: The left camera image from stage 83 and a graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure 6-31: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 83. 

 

Joint 1A stage 89 
Stage 34 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 

 
Figure 6-32: The left camera image from stage 89 and a graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 

 

 
Figure 6-33: Filtered images showing (from left to right) major, minor and von mises strain in stage 89. 

 

Although the joint together with its support moved around in the vice the strain levels are 

bigger compared to the same loading conditions for the non glued support and especially in 

stage 89 the panel is clearly distinguishable from the adhesive. In the minor strain image one 

can even glimpse the carbon fibre laminate as a yellow line between the panel and the adhesive 

to the right. Since the support was glued to the joint it kept supporting the joint on the entire 

bottom which transfers loads directly in to the joint instead of transferring them to the toe and 

flange as was the case with the non glued support. This leads to the higher strain levels in the 

joint.  
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7 Evaluation 
 

To evaluate the results the strain values have been used to determine the stress in the materials 

in order to compare those to the failure stress level of each material. 

Although this report does not intend to find out when the joint fails, the strain levels have still 

been compared to the failure stress levels as this can give a good measurement of how much of 

the materials capacity is utilized in these tests. 

To do this the points shown in Figure 6-2 are used. The values from the points have been 

extracted from each major and minor strain image in every stage that is investigated in section 

0. So from every point in each stage there exists a value from both major strain and minor 

strain.  

 

For each point the stress levels have been calculated, and then compared to the failure limit of 

the material. Using Hooke’s law the stress is calculated as, 

 

 
       

 

                      (1) 

 

 
       

 

                      (2) 

 

One thing one must be careful with when using the strain values from ARAMIS, which is 

presented in percent, is to divide the strain values by 100. Since tension occurs when the stress 

is positive and compression occurs when the stress is negative the positive stress levels have 

been divided by the materials maximum tensile stress and the negative stress levels have been 

divided by the maximum compressive stress as, 
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When the percentage is 100 %, the material has reached its structural limit and has most likely 

failed.  

This gives a quota between the stress and the failure stress, and since the strain direction is 

taken in to consideration, the quota is more relevant than if one where just to compare to the 

lowest stress levels of the material properties. This also gives if the material is closest to failure 

in compression or in tension which is used when finally for each point, the largest quota is 

chosen and reported.  

 

So to summarize it, for each point it is decided if it is closest to failure in compression or 

tension, and the most critical case is then chosen to be displayed and evaluated.  

Since there are 14 points in each image, it doesn’t take long before there are several hundreds 

of values to calculate. This has been remedied by using Matlab to help with the calculations. 

 

7.1 Unsupported Joints 
If one looks at the numbers for stage 145 and stage 213 from joint 1A, it is visible that most of 

the points are far from critical stress levels (see Table 7-1 and Table 7-2). Point 8 in stage 213 

however is at 128 % of the critical stress in compression. The strain for the same point in the 

filtered image is -0.644% minor strain and 0.648% major strain which is about one fourth in 

size putting the percentage of failure stress to 22,9%. The strain for point 8 is significantly 

higher than the rest in stage 145 as well, indicating that there might be a stress concentration 

there, but if one looks a bit closer on the strain images for those two stages the strains in the 

immediate surroundings of point 8 has colours indicating strain levels between -0.15% and -

0.75%.  
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Figure 7-1: Magnification of point 8 in Joint 1A, stage 213, minor strain. 

 

The point is also near several holes where the ARAMIS have not been able to calculate the 

displacements as can be seen in Figure 7-1. Since the facet size is small there is also some 

noise in the measurements. For these reasons it is reasonable to assume that the high strains in 

point 8 is due to ARAMIS not being able to do a completely accurate measurement in that very 

point. 

 
Table 7-1: Joint 1A, Stage 145. For more strain values see Appendix B. 

Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.162 -0.581 -0.603 0.178 0.304 0.197 -0.495 0.351 -1.941 -0.547 0.198 -1.408 -1.417 -1.252 

% of failure stress 12.4 26.9 27.2 7.4 24.2 7.8 13.2 13.0 93.3 14.0 16.1 38.1 66.8 58.8 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

 

Table 7-2: Joint 1A, Stage 213. For more strain values see Appendix B. 

Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.553 -0.971 -0.929 0.477 0.998 -0.383 0.181 0.509 -2.758 -0.384 0.826 -2.618 -1.103 -1.332 

% of failure stress 42.0 45.4 46.2 35.2 94.6 17.0 11.5 15.4 128.2 10.3 65.7 66.5 45.4 67.7 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

 

7.2 Supported Joints 
The two examples in section 7.1 show two of the worst load cases for joint 1A. In this section 

two of the worst load cases for the supported joint is shown, where Stage 145 in section 7.1 is 

under the same load and displacement as stage 81, so they can be compared directly to each 

other.  

 

The percentages are overall higher than in the unsupported joints, but looking at point 11 one 

can see that the percentage is much higher than the rest being over 100%. Again looking at the 

image with the points one can see that point 11 is right next to a hole, again making it a bit 

unreliable. 
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Table 7-3: Joint 1A supported, Stage 64. For more strain values see Appendix B. 

Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.356 -0.861 -0.502 0.493 0.396 -0.153 -0.219 -1.335 -0.347 0.568 0.428 1.097 -0.783 -1.822 

% of failure stress 19.4 33.7 18.6 30.4 32.9 8.3 6.6 62.9 14.4 33.3 22.1 78.9 32.9 93.8 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

 
Table 7-4: Joint 1A supported, Stage 81. For more strain values see Appendix B. 

Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.537 -0.852 0.526 0.358 0.314 -0.199 -0.194 -1.376 0.303 0.937 -0.479 1.539 -0.787 -0.583 

% of failure stress 34.3 33.3 16.0 20.1 26.2 10.7 6.2 65.4 9.0 68.3 12.7 117.7 33.6 27.9 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

 

7.3 Comparison with the FEM model 
The FEM-model made prior to testing was improved after the tests were done. The 

improvements made was to change the boundary conditions by more accurately simulate the 

cup top mount in the rig, refining the mesh so that it is finer in the joint than in the top of the 

panel, and finally practical tests was made to determine the Young’s modulus of the carbon 

fibre laminate.  

Still only linear elastic models have been used since the only material data used in the model is 

the materials Young’s modulus. This is an assumption made since the deformations during 

testing are relatively small. The same assumption that was made when calculating the stress 

percentages.  

 

In the comparison made here both the model and the real joint is exposed to a vertical load of 8 

kN and no horizontal displacement. The ARAMIS images are filtered to make it a bit easier to 

see the distributions. One can see that there is a good resemblance between the model and 

ARAMIS images, but it’s not a perfect match. However in Figure 7-3 it is clear that the FEM-

model predicts a lot of strain right where the panel expands and gets thicker. This is also 

visible in the ARAMIS image as a large part around the same spot is having bigger strain 

values which is easily seen by the green colour. So although the strain levels are not exactly 

the same the distribution of the different levels is similar, indicating that the model and real 

joint is not that far from each other. 
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Figure 7-2: Major strain in FEM-model and tested joint. 

 

 
Figure 7-3: Minor strain in FEM-model and tested joint. 

 

To get a more accurate FEM-model one can always indulge in the FEM-model and try to make 

it more accurate. As an example the model joint is rectangular while the real joint has a 

rounded corner in the toe. One could also do exact dimension measuring on the real joints 

instead of using dimensions from the joint blueprints to account for possible manufacturing 
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inaccuracies. However making a completely accurate FEM-model was never the main goal of 

this project. 

 

7.4 Test rig performance 
During this project a test rig has been built and tested by performing real tests in it. The 

method of having two individual sleds controlled by separate hydraulic cylinders was a really 

good way to control the boundary conditions of the test specimen, in this case the FRP 

sandwich to steel joint. It was easy to setup and to control as we wanted. Using a horizontal 

sled on the floor for the bending and a vertical sled for the vertical loads proved to be a good 

setup which also was fairly easy to build and use. Tolerances could have been a little bit better 

in the constructed parts which can easily be improved by machining the mounts or let a 

workshop build them instead of a student. The main issue had here was that the vertical sled 

and its top mount did not align perfectly with the hydraulic cylinder which may have caused 

some unnecessary friction in the vertical sled. This however did not show in the tests that was 

made, probably because of the relatively high loads used, although this could prove to be an 

error source if one were to test for smaller loads.  

Furthermore the vice proved to be a bit too weak as a clamp when adding the support. A 

stronger clamping device might have remedied this issue. Another way to attach the joints 

could have been to weld them to the steel plate that was attached to the two horizontal sleds. 

This would have been the exact same boundary condition as in real life but would require a lot 

more work to prepare before each testing. It would also require plenty more steel plates or 

some clever fixture. Another way could possibly be to weld the joints to a smaller plate which 

in turn would be bolted to the big steel plate. This could reduce the work somewhat since the 

big plate would not need to be replaced between each test. It would also reduce the need for 

several big plates. 
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8 Conclusions 
The main conclusion to be made is that the joints did not seem to yield in any way to the loads 

and displacements applied on to them. This is not a big surprise since the joints and panels are 

made for loads up to 6kN. The strain distribution and the magnitude of the strains in the joint is 

then of more interest. When comparing the strains to the yield stresses of the materials it is 

clear that the degree of utilization of the materials is quite low, which means that there is a 

good security factor before the joints will break. The results also strongly implies that if the 

yield strain and yield stress of the joints is to be tested, much stronger hydraulic cylinders and 

bigger load cells will be needed. Although the materials seems to be far from yield now, it 

would be a good idea to test for ageing to see how the materials behave when a few years have 

gone by. Especially adhesives can be sensitive to ageing. Another thing that should be tested is 

fatigue. How does the joint cope with years of load cycles and vibrations? 

 

The ARAMIS system proved to be a well suited method for determining the strains in the 

joints. It is fairly easy to set up and learn, and it has a lot of functions for evaluating the results 

and getting the information that you seek. The result can also be published in a very 

pedagogical way with coloured images making it very easy to see the strain distributions. 

Another advantage of this is that one can set the same colour limits in the ARAMIS images 

and in a FEM-model which makes it easy to compare the two images next to each other to see 

how well your model complies with real measured specimens.  

 

One drawback with ARAMIS is that it only measures the surface of the material. In this case 

the joint is supposed to be the same through the whole cross section so one can assume that the 

behaviour of the materials should be the same through the whole cross section. In addition to 

this bumps and holes in the surface makes it hard to get clean results without noise and 

measurement artefacts like large spikes of strains here and there. Also the spray coloured 

pattern which helps ARAMIS to track displacements can just as well cause measuring errors 

by covering up for example cell holes and then crack or displace in a different way than the 

surface beneath it. 

 

The test method of using a horizontal and a vertical sled proved to be a good way to test this 

type of joints, proving that it is possible to build a fully working test rig fairly easy and could 

be a good way to test similar joints in the future. 
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A Appendix A – Results 
 

Here the results from the stages treated in section 0 are shown with large images which make it 

easy to see the strains in the images. No extra information or text is added except for image 

captions and short descriptions. The number of images can easily reach several hundreds or 

even thousands of images when extracting results from each stage when using the ARAMIS 

system. Because of this only a few stages are shown from each test. Since the joint almost 

looks unloaded during low loads and small horizontal displacements, only a few of the stages 

during the highest loads and largest displacements have been included. 

 

A1 Test number 1 
A1.1 Joint 1A 

 
Figure A-1: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 1A. 

 
Figure A-2: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 1A. 

 

 
Figure A-3: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 1A after the hydraulics shut 

down. 
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Figure A-4: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 1A after the hydraulics shut down. 

 

A1.1.1 Stage 133 
Stage 133 is with a 60 mm positive horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 
Figure A-5: Graph showing when in the test stage 133 took place. 
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Figure A-6: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 133. 

 

 
Figure A-7: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 133. 
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Figure A-8: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 133. 

 

A1.1.2 Stage 145 
Stage 145 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 
Figure A-9: Graph showing when in the test stage 145 took place. 
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Figure A-10: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 145. 

 

 
Figure A-11: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 145. 
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Figure A-12: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 145. 

 

A1.1.3 Stage 213 
Stage 213 is with a 180 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-13: Graph showing when in the test stage 213 took place. 
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Figure A-14: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 213. 

 

 
Figure A-15: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 213. 
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Figure A-16: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 213. 

 

A1.2 Joint 1B 

 
Figure A-17: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 1B. 

 
Figure A-18: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 1B. 

 

A1.2.1 Stage 128 
Stage 128 is with a 60 mm positive horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 
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Figure A-19: Graph showing when in the test stage 128 took place. 

 
Figure A-20: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 128. 
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Figure A-21: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 128. 

 
Figure A-22: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 128. 

 

A1.2.2 Stage 140 
Stage 140 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 
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Figure A-23: Graph showing when in the test stage 140 took place. 

 
Figure A-24: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 140. 
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Figure A-25: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 140. 

 
Figure A-26: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 140. 

 

A1.2.3 Stage 174 
Stage 174 is with a 180 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 
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Figure A-27: Graph showing when in the test stage 174 took place. 

 
Figure A-28: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 174. 
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Figure A-29: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 174. 

 
Figure A-30: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 174. 
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A2 Test number 2 
A2.1 Joint 2A 

 
Figure A-31: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 2A. 

 
Figure A-32: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 2A. 

 

A2.1.1 Stage 49 
Stage 49 is with a 60 mm positive horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-33: Graph showing when in the test stage 49 took place. 
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Figure A-34: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 49. 

 
Figure A-35: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 49. 
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Figure A-36: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 49. 

 

A2.1.2 Stage 174 
Stage 174 is with a 180 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-37: Graph showing when in the test stage 60 took place. 
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Figure A-38: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 60. 

 
Figure A-39: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 60. 
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Figure A-40: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 60. 

 

A2.1.3 Stage 87 
Stage 87 is with a 180 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-41: Graph showing when in the test stage 87 took place. 
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Figure A-42: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 87. 

 
Figure A-43: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 87. 
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Figure A-44: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 87. 

 

A2.2 Joint 2B 
 

 
Figure A-45: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of joint 2B. 

 
Figure A-46: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of joint 2B. 
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A2.2.1 Stage 46 
Stage 46 is with a 60 mm positive horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-47: Graph showing when in the test stage 46 took place. 

 
Figure A-48: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 46. 
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Figure A-49: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 46. 

 
Figure A-50: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 46. 

 

A2.2.2 Stage 58 
Stage 58 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 
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Figure A-51: Graph showing when in the test stage 58 took place. 

 
Figure A-52: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 58. 
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Figure A-53: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 58. 

 
Figure A-54: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 58. 

 

A2.2.3 Stage 46 
Stage 46 is with a 190 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 
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Figure A-55: Graph showing when in the test stage 80 took place. 

 
Figure A-56: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 80. 
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Figure A-57: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 80. 

 
Figure A-58: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 80. 
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A3 Test number 3 
A3.1 Joint 1A with support 

 
Figure A-59: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 1A. 

 
Figure A-60: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 1A. 

 

A3.1.1 Stage 64 
Stage 64 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-61: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure A-62: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 64. 

 
Figure A-63: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 64. 
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Figure A-64: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 64. 

 

A3.1.2 Stage 81 
Stage 81 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 
Figure A-65: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure A-66: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 81. 

 
Figure A-67: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 81. 
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Figure A-68: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 81. 

 

A3.2 Joint 1B with support 

 
Figure A-69: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 1B. 

 
Figure A-70: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 1B. 

 

A3.2.1 Stage 57 
Stage 57 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 
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Figure A-71: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 

 
Figure A-72: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 57. 
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Figure A-73: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 57. 

 
Figure A-74: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 57. 

 

A3.2.2 Stage 72 
Stage 72 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 
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Figure A-75: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 

 
Figure A-76: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 72. 
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Figure A-77: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 72. 

 
Figure A-78: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 72. 
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A4 Test number 4 
A4.1 Joint 2A with support 

 
Figure A-79: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 2A. 

 
Figure A-80: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 2A. 

 

A4.1.1 Stage 23 
Stage 23 is with a 40 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-81: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure A-82: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 23. 

 
Figure A-83: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 23. 
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Figure A-84: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 23. 

 

A4.1.2 Stage 35 
Stage 35 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-85: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure A-86: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 35. 

 
Figure A-87: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 35. 
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Figure A-88: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 35. 

 

A4.1.3 Stage 69 
Stage 69 is with a 190 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 

 
Figure A-89: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure A-90: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 69. 

 
Figure A-91: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 69. 
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Figure A-92: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 69. 

 

A4.2 Joint 2B with support 

 
Figure A-93: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the supported joint 2B. 

 
Figure A-94: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the supported joint 2B. 

 

A4.2.1 Stage 21 
Stage 21 is with a 40 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 
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Figure A-95: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 

 
Figure A-96: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 21. 
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Figure A-97: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 21. 

 
Figure A-98: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 21. 

 

A4.2.2 Stage 34 
Stage 34 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 6 kN. 
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Figure A-99: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 

 
Figure A-100: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 34. 
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Figure A-101: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 34. 

 
Figure A-102: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 34. 
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A5 Glued Support 

 
Figure A-103: Horizontal displacement and horizontal load during testing of the glued support. 

 

 
Figure A-104: Vertical displacement and vertical load during testing of the glued support. 

 

A5.1 Joint 1A stage 83 
Stage 83 is with no horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 
Figure A-105: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure A-106: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 83. 

 
Figure A-107: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 83. 
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Figure A-108: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 83. 

 

A5.2 Joint 1A stage 89 
Stage 89 is with a 60 mm negative horizontal displacement and a vertical load of 8 kN. 

 
Figure A-109: Graph showing when in the test the stage took place. 
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Figure A-110: Filtered image showing major strain in stage 89 

 
Figure A-111: Filtered image showing minor strain in stage 89. 
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Figure A-112: Filtered image showing von mises strain in stage 89. 
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B Appendix B – Strain levels and stress percentages 
Below are the strain levels for the points for all the stages that have been treated in the results 

section. 

 

Joint 1A, Stage 133 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.257 0.162 -0.272 0.258 0.523 -0.215 -0.085 -0.336 -0.541 -0.453 0.540 0.467 0.936 -0.628 

% of failure stress 7.8 5.5 11.9 16.4 43.0 11.7 2.1 14.2 27.7 12.1 41.3 33.9 30.8 25.3 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

               
Joint 1A, Stage 145 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.162 -0.581 -0.603 0.178 0.304 0.197 -0.495 0.351 -1.941 -0.547 0.198 -1.408 -1.417 -1.252 

% of failure stress 12.4 26.9 27.2 7.4 24.2 7.8 13.2 13.0 93.3 14.0 16.1 38.1 66.8 58.8 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

               
Joint 1A, Stage 213 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.553 -0.971 -0.929 0.477 0.998 -0.383 0.181 0.509 -2.758 -0.384 0.826 -2.618 -1.103 -1.332 

% of failure stress 42.0 45.4 46.2 35.2 94.6 17.0 11.5 15.4 128.2 10.3 65.7 66.5 45.4 67.7 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

               
Joint 1B, Stage 128 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.280 0.390 -0.610 -0.504 0.231 -0.652 0.512 0.215 1.382 -0.641 0.427 0.169 -0.215 -0.827 

% of failure stress 7.1 11.4 22.3 15.0 12.2 31.9 43.9 8.6 53.8 18.4 32.6 13.4 10.1 46.0 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 

               
Joint 1B, Stage 140 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.354 -1.576 0.251 0.234 0.203 -0.608 0.320 -0.567 0.458 -0.507 -0.852 -0.668 0.317 -0.719 

% of failure stress 8.8 85.5 7.9 14.4 14.1 32.9 24.6 31.8 20.3 16.3 21.0 16.9 9.2 27.1 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

               
Joint 1B, Stage 174 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.484 -1.029 -0.588 0.173 0.386 -0.539 0.434 -0.678 0.603 -0.666 0.457 0.148 0.627 1.613 

% of failure stress 32.4 59.4 26.8 9.6 20.5 22.0 34.7 31.1 26.9 16.6 41.4 7.1 22.3 59.9 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
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Joint 2A, Stage 49 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.563 0.146 -0.345 0.292 0.496 0.389 0.749 0.536 1.324 -0.670 0.441 1.024 -0.037 1.572 

% of failure stress 14.6 5.4 17.4 17.1 36.6 12.7 63.7 19.0 49.4 16.9 39.1 79.2 1.4 50.8 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 

               
Joint 2A, Stage 60 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.840 -0.395 -1.219 -0.373 0.604 0.367 -0.295 0.858 0.311 -0.256 0.251 0.392 -0.767 -0.837 

% of failure stress 74.0 19.2 58.1 9.4 44.2 14.2 7.2 31.9 11.9 7.7 15.9 34.4 37.0 35.0 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 

               
Joint 2A, Stage 87 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 1.720 -1.092 -1.672 0.304 0.971 -0.505 0.371 -0.345 1.035 0.261 1.033 0.786 -0.835 -1.285 

% of failure stress 148.4 54.4 82.8 20.8 61.0 25.9 32.7 12.7 36.9 17.6 77.8 63.0 28.7 54.6 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 

               
Joint 2B, Stage 46 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.514 0.355 -1.555 0.326 -0.158 -0.561 0.000 -0.209 -0.232 0.323 0.246 0.646 0.970 1.379 

% of failure stress 39.7 12.1 74.1 17.2 4.7 28.6 0.0 10.2 9.2 14.8 19.4 43.6 36.8 47.7 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

               
Joint 2B, Stage 58 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.346 -0.464 -1.658 -0.475 0.378 -1.139 0.202 -1.878 0.277 -0.384 -0.618 0.818 -0.383 -0.214 

% of failure stress 28.8 16.9 84.1 12.5 28.1 59.0 13.4 100.0 9.2 12.0 17.5 60.8 18.2 11.0 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

               
Joint 2B, Stage 80 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.337 1.624 -1.774 0.426 0.000 -1.600 -1.139 1.048 0.464 -0.690 0.271 0.736 0.000 -0.985 

% of failure stress 8.4 49.3 84.1 17.9 0.0 87.1 32.5 32.1 16.9 19.1 12.4 64.5 0.0 58.0 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
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Joint 1As, Stage 64 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.356 -0.861 -0.502 0.493 0.396 -0.153 -0.219 -1.335 -0.347 0.568 0.428 1.097 -0.783 -1.822 

% of failure stress 19.4 33.7 18.6 30.4 32.9 8.3 6.6 62.9 14.4 33.3 22.1 78.9 32.9 93.8 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

               
Joint 1As, Stage 81 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.537 -0.852 0.526 0.358 0.314 -0.199 -0.194 -1.376 0.303 0.937 -0.479 1.539 -0.787 -0.583 

% of failure stress 34.3 33.3 16.0 20.1 26.2 10.7 6.2 65.4 9.0 68.3 12.7 117.7 33.6 27.9 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

               
Joint 1Bs, Stage 57 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.287 1.497 1.094 -1.288 0.889 -0.493 -0.517 -1.055 1.399 0.594 -0.964 -1.368 -1.134 -7.908 

% of failure stress 14.6 53.1 38.0 40.7 65.8 19.6 17.3 43.1 49.7 37.9 24.2 36.6 41.7 354.7 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

               
Joint 1Bs, Stage 72 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.273 0.993 1.786 -0.946 1.291 0.445 -0.788 -1.163 -0.895 1.205 1.318 -0.722 1.624 -1.390 

% of failure stress 6.9 30.1 65.8 30.1 99.1 15.2 25.3 43.7 34.5 79.4 127.9 20.3 56.1 53.1 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

               
Joint 2As, Stage 23 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.264 -0.449 -0.213 0.243 -0.309 -0.226 0.264 -0.753 0.260 0.388 0.226 0.880 -0.490 0.289 

% of failure stress 15.5 17.2 7.2 12.5 9.3 8.8 19.9 35.9 7.9 24.4 14.6 56.1 21.6 9.2 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 

               
Joint 2As, Stage 35 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.239 -0.516 0.000 0.425 -0.189 -0.420 0.136 -1.207 0.305 0.395 0.227 -0.276 -0.588 -0.791 

% of failure stress 14.8 17.4 0.0 28.5 5.1 18.4 8.0 54.7 14.9 21.4 12.2 8.0 21.6 34.5 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
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Joint 2As, Stage 69 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.000 0.869 0.000 0.762 -0.490 -0.671 0.226 -1.245 1.161 0.592 0.233 -0.389 0.642 0.839 

% of failure stress 0.0 25.6 0.0 53.0 15.4 33.2 19.6 51.4 39.6 38.4 20.6 9.9 20.2 24.8 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 

               
Joint 2Bs, Stage 21 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.618 1.230 0.283 0.230 0.129 0.516 0.167 -1.364 0.611 -1.276 0.317 -0.732 -0.695 0.616 

% of failure stress 18.7 46.7 9.0 12.2 11.8 17.6 10.3 65.6 19.7 35.3 20.0 24.7 33.7 25.1 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

               
Joint 2Bs, Stage 34 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] -0.611 -0.442 -0.258 -0.400 -0.309 0.536 0.437 -2.260 0.802 -1.285 0.272 -0.473 -0.533 0.719 

% of failure stress 18.0 23.6 13.5 10.2 8.3 16.8 27.2 109.3 28.0 35.6 25.0 12.1 20.6 28.0 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

               
Joint 1Asg stage 73 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.728 0.773 -1.137 0.081 -0.133 -0.342 -0.496 -0.450 -0.338 0.928 -0.748 0.603 -0.592 -1.571 

% of failure stress 49.1 24.2 43.2 3.8 4.6 15.0 15.5 17.2 15.2 52.7 19.5 48.2 20.8 62.1 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

               
Joint 1Asg, Stage 83 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.404 1.340 -0.391 0.044 -0.262 0.319 -0.502 0.246 -0.352 -0.560 -0.620 0.306 -0.644 1.766 

% of failure stress 31.7 43.5 19.0 2.1 7.1 9.5 14.7 9.7 18.2 14.5 18.4 19.0 32.4 61.0 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

               
Joint 1Asg, Stage 89 

              
Point number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Material Glue Core Core Glue Glue Core Glue Core Core Glue Core Glue Core Core 

Strain   [%] 0.756 0.699 -1.032 0.172 0.173 -0.441 -0.542 -0.873 -0.209 0.900 -0.518 0.393 0.620 -1.444 

% of failure stress 53.7 20.7 35.3 7.9 11.5 19.9 16.8 36.5 8.7 46.9 13.6 35.2 18.3 48.9 

1=Tensi 0=Compressi 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
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